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Applying to immigrate Canada
can often be a daunting task.
While there are many different
ways to immigrate. It is important
that you apply under the correct
category. We will provide an Initial
Consultation to determine if you
are qualified. We believe in the
importance of integrity and
honesty, and we will not agree to
represent you in your application
unless we believe there exists a
reasonable probability of success
with your application. If we
determine that you are eligible to
apply for immigration, we will
identify the correct immigration
stream and will assist you in
preparing and submitting all
necessary paperwork and
documentation. Our service is
personal, and we are always
available to answer your
questions. We will ensure that you
are kept up to date on all
developments regarding your
case.

March 30, 2020

AXAWAYEMERGING SOLUTIONS
SCF-32, 2ND FLOOR (PHASE-2) SECTOR-54 SAS NAGAR(MOHALI)
WEB ADDRESS-www.axaway.in
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Dear
Let the experienced professionals guide you through how to immigrate to Canada. There are more
than 60 Canadian immigration programs available to individuals seeking Canadian immigration. We
have dealt with hundreds of cases. We have helped our clients in their difficult situations and have
guided them to draft a more effective application. We can help you draft your application and arrange
the required documents. A well-planned and complete application will increase your likelihood of
acceptance and will save you from hassle. Submitting an application in Economic Programs – Federal
Skilled Worker, Canadian Experience, Federal Skilled Trades Program, Atlantic or Provincial Programs
Other Programs –Temporary Foreign Worker Program, Caregiver. These programs come with few
set requirements but with a long list of criteria you will need to demonstrate if you wish to increase
your chances for success.
The TFWP is a Canadian immigration option that allows individuals who are neither a Canadian citizen
nor a permanent resident to work in Canada in positions that are facing labour shortages and are
unfilled by Canadians. At the time the program was created, it was only open to live-in caregivers and
agricultural workers, but the program has expanded significantly and is now an option for a wide
variety of high skilled and low skilled positions. Providing the right documentation goes far beyond the
minimum requirements of Canada.
These programs usually last for two year though semi-skilled workers are current liable to get
48month visas. Advantages to Employers: For employers who have been unable to recruit Canadian
citizens or permanent residents for job openings, the TFWP makes it possible to hire workers from
abroad. While most temporary foreign workers will be hired to address a specific, short-term labour
need, these programs initially came to fill a temporary vacancy can transition to permanent residence
if they meet certain requirements.
Before Canadian employers can employ temporary foreign workers, they are often required to obtain
a 'Labour Market Impact Assessment (LMIA). A positive LMIA will satisfy the relevant government
department, that there is a need to employ the foreign worker. The foreign worker will then send a
copy of the LMIA when applying for his work permit. Application will be assessed based on the merits
of your project or intended goal and whether or not an officer is satisfied that your contribution to
Canada is a worthy enough one to allow you the authorization to Immigrate in Canada. Both of these
methods of obtaining immigration is building the hope that this new methodology will prevent backlogs
and ensure quick processing times.
Prepare your application in advance, assess the merits of your situation and have your supporting
documents prepared so that when the time hits your application is ready for submission.
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If you are undecided about what to do with your immigration situation, we will review the facts
regarding your situation, answer your questions, discuss your options and provide you with an act of
plan-

CREDENTIALS AND SKILLS:-

TRAVEL DOCUMENT:TRAVEL HISTORY:-

The above Data of the applicant has been studied and analyzed to recommend some advantageous and
efficacious act of plan. The categories which may favor the applicant are as below-

NOC-2281 Computer network technicians-Computer Network Technicians establish, operate,
maintain and co-ordinate the use of local and wide area networks (LANs and WANs), mainframe
networks, hardware, software and related computer equipment. They set up and maintain Internet and
intranet Web sites and Web-server hardware and software, and monitor and optimize network
connectivity and performance. They are employed in I.T Units throughout the private and public
sectors. Supervisors of computer network technicians are included in this unit group.
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Additional Information-Progression to computer programming, interactive media development, Web
development or systems analysis is possible with experience.
Example Titles-System Administrator, Supervisor and Network Administrator.
We recommend you research other wage sources available to supplement the Canada Wage and Salary Survey results.

Related Occupational Profile(s)
1. System Administrator
2. Supervisor
3. Network Administrator

NOC
2281

Wage per hour
$32.32
$32.95
$33.29

Hours of working
8hours/per day
8hours/per day
8hours/per day

Days of working
22days/monthly
22days/monthly
22days/monthly

[Source: Labour Market Information - ESDC | Wage Methodology]

Job Market Trends
Following labour market events is key to helping job seekers understand where the opportunities
might be available in Canada. It can be a useful resource to complement career exploration. The above
categories have highest job availability rate in the following province of Canada: ✓ British Columbia
Employers which have vacancy are mentioned here. These vacancies are yet not confirmed for
applicant as these has been simply mentioned to represent the exorbitant demand of categories-

1. Employer- ED Tech Solutions Inc.
Location: Delta, British Columbia
Working Hour-40 hours per week
Benefits- Group Insurance Benefits
Employment conditions- Full Time
Job no-1195477

3. Employer Details: Unconnect Networks Inc.
Location: Surrey, British Columbia
Working Hours: 40 hours per week
Benefits- Group Insurance Benefits
Employment conditions- Full Time
Job no-1154804

2. Employer- UI Technologies Inc.
Location- Surrey, British Columbia
Working Hour-40 hours per week
Benefits-Dental Benefits, Group Insurance
Employment conditions-Full Time
Job no-1180942

4. Employer-Great West Graphics Inc.
Location-Vancouver, British Columbia
Working Hour- 40 hours per week
Benefits- Group Insurance Benefits
Employment conditions-Full Time
Job no-1175437
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Canada Job Bank forecasted Fair employment potential for this occupation.
Overall Review: - LIMITED

FAIR

GOOD

IT’S FAIR
Your application processing may take 5 to 6 months approximately for LMIA ( ESDC approval) as per
their instructions and guidelines and we are providing you only Consulted evaluation but immigration
processing of your application depends completely on the approval of LMIA ( ESDC approval).
Regards
Evaluation and Documentation Department
Axaway Emerging Solutions

Please sign the copy provided and retain one of your records.
Accepted and agreed to:
_______________________
Applicant Signature
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______________________
Date

